Water induced weakly bound electrons in DNA.
We have studied the effect of humidity on the electronic properties of DNA base pairs. We found that the hydrogen links of the nucleobases with water molecules lead to a shift of the pi electron density from carbon atoms to nitrogen atoms and can change the symmetry of the wave function for some nucleobases. As a result, the orbital energies are shifted which leads to a decrease in the potential barrier for the hole transfer between the G-C and A-T pairs from 0.7 eV for the dehydrated case to 0.123 eV for the hydrated. More importantly, the pi electron density redistribution activated by hydration is enhanced by the intrastrand interactions. This leads to a modification of the nucleobase chemical structures from the covalent type to a resonance structure with separated charges, where some pi electrons are not locked up into the covalent bonds. Within the (G-C)(2) sequences, there is overlapping of the electronic clouds of such unlocked electrons belonging to the stacked guanines, that significantly increases the electron coupling between them to V(DA)=0.095 eV against the V(DA)=0.025 eV for the dehydrated case. Consequently, the charge transfer between two guanines within the (G-C)(2) sequences is increased by 250 times due to hydration. The presence of nonbonded electrons suppress the band gap up to approximately 3.0 eV, that allows us to consider DNA as a narrow band gap semiconductor.